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Executive Summary 
 

 

The City Region Trade and Investment Strategy (2013/14 to 2015/16) has been 
developed by the Leeds City Region Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) as part of its 
agreement under the City Deal with government.  This is a draft version.  Following 
consultation, a final version will be developed and agreed, with detailed delivery plans 
to follow. 
  

 

Ambition and Outcomes 

This strategy is about increasing inward investment (new direct investment and re-
investment from existing investors) into and exports from Leeds City Region.  It is part of 
an integrated package that also covers skills, infrastructure, sector development and 
‘key account management’ that builds relationships with investors, supports their 
growth and encourages future reinvestment. 

On inward investment: 

 The City Region’s headline target is, by 2016, to more than double its share of UK 
inbound Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) from 2.2% to 5.0%, measured primarily by 
jobs created.  

 A rise in the City Region’s share of UK inward investment in terms of the value and 
number of projects, and a focus on priority sectors is also expected. 

On trade: 

 The City Region’s headline target is, by 2016, to increase the number of 
manufacturers that export by 50%, and the value of exported services by 25%. 

 An increase in the value of exports, and a rise in the proportion of exporters reaching 
markets beyond the US and Europe is also expected. 

Delivering these targets will contribute to City Region goals on increasing GVA and jobs, 
and to the national goals of ‘rebalancing the economy’ and improving the balance of 
payments. 

City Region Context and Evidence 

With a population of over 3m and a workforce of 1.3m, the Leeds City Region is the 
largest in the country outside London.  It has strengths in a range of manufacturing and 
service industries, and a GVA of £54billion – 5% of the nation’s total.  But its 
performance on inward investment has historically been below par, attracting just 2.2% 
of UK inbound inward investment. 

Globally, the total value of FDI has varied between $1.3 trillion and $2.0 trillion over 
recent years.  That is a sizeable market, and one where the UK has performed well.  It 
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achieves over 20% of all FDI in Europe and is rated highly as a destination by 
transnational corporations.   

Leeds City Region has R&D assets and competitive industries that should enable it to gain 
a greater share of that investment.  Evidence on investment decisions makes it clear 
that developing distinctive, sector based propositions based on comparative advantage is 
the key to success. 

On trade, far too few businesses export their goods and services – estimates suggest only 
around 11% of firms do so across the City Region.  Those that do tend to be larger or 
foreign owned firms, manufacturers, and with a focus mainly on European and US 
markets.  There is potential to export more and further afield, and helping businesses to 
identify market opportunities is a key part of achieving that. 

Inward Investment 

The City Region’s capacity to undertake proactive and co-ordinated inward investment 
activity will be increased in the first half of 2013/14.  This will include an enhanced 
central function to provide a single access point for all investors into the City Region.  

Activity will focus on attracting new foreign direct investment and will include the 
development of five initial ‘Investment Hubs’ and engaging potential investors based on 
propositions around these.  The Hubs focus on existing concentrations of expertise and 
industry with good connectivity, relationships and skills levels (not individual sites).  
Based on evidence and analysis, a focus on five Hubs is proposed: 

 A Health Innovation Hub – a globally recognised centre of innovation in medical 
technology and healthcare.  The Hub will build on existing medical technology, 
health intelligence expertise in universities, a strong health informatics industry and 
the presence of the NHS Commissioning Board and related assets. 

 A Decarbonised Energy Hub – will build on the concentration of electricity 
generation in the east of the City Region and its transformation towards a low 
carbon model, including biorenewable energy, carbon capture and storage, and 
advanced engineering.  The Hub will utilise considerable local expertise, existing 
industry concentrations and collaborations with neighbouring areas. 

 A Financial and Business Intelligence Hub – with an ambition to become the 
‘thought leadership’ centre for retail banking and insurance.  The Hub will build on 
the City Region’s record as the largest financial centre outside London, world 
leading expertise in credit and risk management and significant data centre 
investment. 

 A Powertrain and Precision Engineering Hub – building on the City Region’s world-
leading engineering capabilities in high added value components and systems for a 
range of industries including automotive, renewable energy, oil, gas, water and 
waste. 

 An Advanced Digital Technologies Hub – with an emphasis on innovative 
manufacturing, the Hub will facilitate open innovation, rapid testing and 
commercialisation.  It will build on strong electronics, digital and creative content 
clusters, as well as the expertise of the Advanced Digital Institute. 
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A further, sixth, hub within the food and drink sector is under consideration and may be 
developed to reflect the City Region’s strengths and investment opportunities in and 
around Wakefield, Bradford and Leeds.   

The hubs are at various stages of readiness.  They will be further developed and detailed 
in Delivery Plans, then implemented through a three-phase process based on building 
Hub propositions, engaging investors, and lead handling and aftercare. 

International Trade and Exports 

The City Deal process will see UKTI working to an agreed joint plan, developed by the 
City Region and tailored to its specific strengths and challenges.  In turn the efforts of 
key local partners will be focused around these priorities.   

The City Region’s Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) will step into a new strategic co-
ordinating role, working with existing partners such as Chamber International, UKTI, UK 
Export Finance and Enterprise Europe Network.  The proposed focus will be on: 

 Continuing the We Are International campaign to encourage more businesses to 
export their products and services, demystifying the process and improving 
awareness of sources of support 

 Influencing UKTI’s programmes within the City Region and overseas: 

 increasing the number of new and local events aimed at first time exporters 

 delivering a comprehensive programme focussed on high growth markets 

 developing a bespoke programme for the services sector 

 Developing international trade skills by working with the HE and FE sectors and 
workplace learning providers 

 Making better use of higher education links with investment markets and investors 

 Capitalising on key event opportunities such as the Tour de France Grand Départ 

 
Partnership and Delivery 

It is proposed that the City Region’s Business, Innovation and Growth (BIG) Panel will 
provide strategic leadership on the strategy and its delivery.  The Panel is predominantly 
made up of private sector representatives, and also functions as the Trade and 
Investment Board within the City Deal Agreement.  It has been delegated by the LEP 
Board to oversee activity on trade and investment, developing strategy, make links to 
other LEP panels and activity, work with key partnership groups, such as the LCR 
Investment Officers, and report progress back to the LEP Board.  

The City Region will work with a range of delivery partners, with specialist expertise in 
trade and inward investment, to deliver the outcomes set out in this strategy. This 
includes UKTI’s trade and inward investment teams, the City Region’s Local Authorities, 
Leeds and Partners, Chamber International, Enterprise Europe, UK Export Finance and 
other neighbourhing LEPs. Lead partners will be identified both for trade and for new 
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direct inward investment, and will be responsible for meeting the agreed targets and 
outcomes set out within the delivery plans. It is important to stress, however, that 
success will be dependent on all partners contributing in unison towards attracting more 
investment and increasing overseas trade.     
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1. Introduction 
 

Leeds City Region and the global economy 
 
With a population of over 3m and a workforce of 1.3m, the Leeds City Region is the 
largest in the country outside London.  Producing around 5% of national GVA (£54 billion 
annually), the City Region’s economy is larger than that of nine European countries. 

The City Region is home to one of the most diverse employment, business and knowledge 
bases in the UK, with wide ranging industrial strengths.  It has the third largest financial 
services sector in Europe, significant creative and digital sectors, and the largest 
manufacturing and engineering, and food and drink clusters in the country.   

Leeds City Region is also home to eight higher education institutions, including six 
universities, which produce over 38,000 graduates every year. City Region universities 
provide businesses with national, and often world-leading, research strengths - in IT, 
credit and risk management, medical & healthcare technologies, biotechnology, energy 
and climate change, polymer technology, advanced engineering and advanced textile 
technology.  The strong and growing knowledge transfer relationships in the City Region 
create a highly supportive environment for innovative businesses. 

The City Region’s digital infrastructure is one of the best in the UK, with further 
investment planned to accelerate Superfast Broadband delivery in key employment sites 
and corridors. 

This powerful combination of world-leading production, professional expertise and 
intelligence, and outstanding infrastructure places the City Region in a strong position to 
respond to the opportunities presented by a changing global economy.   

Positioned in the centre of the UK, the City Region has the best-connected north-
south/east west transport intersection in England, with excellent road and rail links to 
London, airports, ports, the North West, the Midlands and Scotland.  The City Region 
collaborates with its neighbours in the Manchester and Sheffield city regions, and so also 
has good access to the Advanced Manufacturing Park and Media City.  Northern and 
eastern areas of Leeds City Region are also part of the York, North Yorkshire and East 
Riding area, and offer further opportunities such as exploitation of Agri-Food and Energy 
assets, and access to exceptional countryside including the Yorkshire Dales, the North 
Yorkshire Moors and the Peak District national parks.  
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Leeds City Region in Europe 
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Leadership and partnership-working 
 
The City Region’s leadership and achievements are recognised by government, 
businesses and peers.  In 2012, City Region leaders agreed a historic deal with ministers 
to transfer power and resources from government.  The deal included creation of a £1bn 
transport fund, a £400m City Region Investment Fund, a planning charter to deliver a 
business-friendly planning system, and a programme to create the exemplar UK low 
carbon city region in non-domestic retrofit, low carbon business and sustainable design.  

This track record of leadership extends to Trade and Investment. A key priority is to 
position the City Region as a highly competitive Northern European business centre, 
known globally for its world-leading innovation and competitive industrial base.  
Progress towards this will clearly stretch beyond the three-year lifespan of this strategy, 
but it is important to lay down the right foundations now.  

The immediate focus is to further strengthen connections to the global economy, making 
the City Region’s assets far better known internationally and extending trading 
relationships.  

The outcomes will be an upsurge in exports from the City Region and a far greater 
share of inward investment into the UK. 

The focus of this document is squarely on those two priorities – exports and inward 
investment (specifically foreign direct investment – FDI).  It complements other activity 
to grow and develop the economy, including supply chain development and ‘key account 
management’ that builds relationships with investors, supports their growth and 
encourages reinvestment in the future.  It is part of an integrated City Region package 
that also covers skills, infrastructure and sector development and which will lead to 
increased GVA, more jobs, and reduced carbon emissions.  Through progress across these 
fronts, the City Region economy will assist the national goals of ‘rebalancing the 
economy’ and improving the balance of payments. 

The Trade and Investment Strategy will be supported by more detailed delivery plans 
covering specific inward investment opportunities and trade and exports activity.  
These will be driven by lead bodies with specialist expertise and tasked with delivering 
the outcomes set out in this strategy.  

UKTI will take on that lead role in relation to exports, building on its team of regional 
trade advisors, national sector specialists, and global network of commercial officers.  A 
City Deal on trade and investment has been agreed to formalise partnership 
arrangements, bringing UKTI into the City Region’s governance and delivery 
arrangements.   

On inward investment, the City Region will undertake an outcomes-focussed 
commissioning process to allocate lead roles and drive and manage delivery. 

For both areas, the City Region recognises that it must contribute by ensuring partners 
focus their collective energies and resources around clear and shared goals.  It is 
committed to providing the leadership and delivery capability to achieve this. 
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Figure 1:  Trade and investment priorities, responsibilities and outcomes 
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2. Evidence and Analysis 
 

a) Inward Investment 
 

It is important to understand past performance, the current economic context and 
future trends to inform the City Region’s inward investment approach and priorities.  
That includes comparison with other areas and over time, sectoral analysis, and good 
practice evidence on successful approaches. 

Data here is drawn from evidence prepared by REIU (Regional Economic Intelligence 
Unit) and compiles statistics from a number of sources including national and 
international data and surveys. 

 

Overall performance, context and trends 
 
Globally, total levels of foreign direct investment (FDI) are large in absolute terms, but 
remain subdued compared to pre-recession levels.  At peak in 2007, total FDI was some 
$2.00 trillion, whilst at its lowest ebb the figure was only 60% of that amount.  The 
figure rose to $1.6 trillion in 2011 but fell back again in 2012 to $1.3 trillion, only 
slightly above the 2009 figure1.  Recovery is at best somewhat stuttering and uncertain.  
Strategic messages are that: 

 the global FDI market is considerable; 

 levels of FDI fluctuate significantly, and suffer during times of economic slowdown; 
and 

 the FDI market remains volatile.  Recent years have seen periods of sharp growth as 
well as setbacks, and full recovery is likely to be drawn out unpredictable.  
Nevertheless there are sizeable opportunities for the City Region. 

The spread of FDI between major trading blocks has seen some changes.  Between 
2005 and 2011, total inbound ‘Greenfield’ FDI in North America rose relatively steadily, 
if with a spike in 2008.  FDI in the BRIC economies fluctuated somewhat year on year, 
with a modest rise overall and Brazil seeing the most pronounced and sustained 
increases in relative terms.   

UK performance in 2011 was similar to that in 2006, down from the peak of 2008, but 
showing a less negative trend than that in Europe overall.  However, between 2011 and 
2012, UK FDI increased by 22% against a 35% fall in the EU.  That further consolidated 
the UK’s position as having the highest share of inward FDI within Europe, with just over 
20% of the total in 20122.  Furthermore, surveys (by AT Kearney) of the transnational 
corporations most active in FDI rated the UK fourth globally as a ‘top destination’, 

                                         

1 Global Investment Trends Monitor no.11, UNCTAD, January 2013 
2 fDi Report 2013, fDi intelligence (Financial Times Limited), 2013 
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behind China, the USA and Germany.  Whilst the global and European economic picture 
is somewhat fragile and unpredictable, the overall message is that the UK retains key 
strengths and a healthy market share in relation to FDI.  A relatively flexible labour 
market, favourable corporate tax regime and the advantages of English language are 
likely to support this position. 

Based on its population and GVA, the City Region might proportionally expect to gain 
between 4-5% of UK FDI, perhaps slightly less in terms of value once the inevitable 
distorting effect of London as a global capital is taken into account.  In reality, the City 
Region draws in only around 2.2% of the UK’s inbound FDI, some 0.8 percentage points 
below that of Manchester and Birmingham.  

In recent years, London and the South East have consistently attracted a large share of 
the UK’s foreign investment projects, and their dominance is increasing.  But the 
pattern of job creation is more varied, with Scotland, the East Midlands and the North 
West all outperforming London in this respect.  It is clear, therefore, that there are 
opportunities to compete for. 

REIU statistics point to only ten new inbound FDI successes recorded in the City Region in 
2012 (in addition to expansions from existing investors). This relatively poor 
performance is a longstanding regional issue.  In fact, the City Region fares notably 
better than other parts of Yorkshire and the Humber, attracting 82% of FDI in the region 
in 2012i.  That added up to 1,642 jobs in 2012, a higher total than in both 2011 and 
2010, although achieved through fewer projects.  The spread of FDI projects across the 
City Region is shown below: 

Figure 2: Successful inward investments projects across Leeds City Region 

 

 

Whilst based on a modest number of projects, the chart makes clear how far FDI 
successes are concentrated in Leeds and York, with Wakefield also performing 
comparatively well.  Overall points that should inform inward investment strategy are: 

 the UK FDI market is sizeable and likely to remain so; 
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 The City Region has underperformed in attracting FDI over many years.  Correcting 
this presents a major opportunity but will not be without challenges, nor will it be a 
short term venture; and 

 The scale of those challenges is likely to be magnified in centres outside Leeds and 
York.   

 

Sectoral analysis and priorities 
 
An understanding of sectoral strengths and opportunities is valuable in focusing FDI 
activity around niches where the City Region has comparative advantage. Overall, the 
LEP has identified six priority sectors3 in which the City Region has significant presence 
and distinctive assets and opportunities: 

 innovative manufacturing 
 financial and professional services 
 health & life sciences 
 low carbon and environmental industries 
 digital and creative industries 
 food & drink 
 
Given their priority, particular attention is paid to these sectors in the analysis that 
follows.  The chart illustrates the size of these sectors in the City Region4 and combines 
historic and forecast data.   

Figure 3: Successful inward investments projects across Leeds City Region 

 

                                         

3 Priority sectors are set out in the LEP Plan (2011) and updated in the City Region Investment Plan (2013) 
4 Figures shown are £millions and are for approximations of the LCR sectors where data availability does not 
match sector definitions 
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Together the six priority sectors account for around a third of the City Region economy 
by value and 20% of jobs.  Key points around their relative size and prospects are that: 

 Financial and business services is the largest sector by some way - worth £6.9 billion 
in 2013, and accounting for 14% of the City Region’s economy. 

 Three sectors – energy and low carbon, digital and creative, and food and drink - are 
mid-sized with a value of between £1.7billion and £3.3 billion each. 

 Life sciences (£0.15 billion) and advanced manufacturing (£0.75 billion) are 
somewhat smaller, although the definition of the latter is significantly narrower than 
the ‘innovative manufacturing’ sector that has been prioritised. 

 All of the sectors are expected to grow between 2012 and 2016, with the highest 
percentage growth seen in life sciences (14%), digital and creative (12%) and energy 
and low carbon (7%).  Looking out to 2021, growth rates are expected to be highest 
in life sciences and digital and creative, and lowest in food and drink and advanced 
manufacturing. 

 

Globally, there is a roughly even balance between manufacturing and services-based FDI 
projects5.  Services were in the ascendancy up to 2008, but since the recession, 
manufacturing FDI has recovered more strongly than that in services.  However, the 
picture is complicated as the pattern of reinvestment from the US, a key global 
investment market, has been characterised by a shift away from manufacturing and 
towards service industries, particularly financial services, but also creative and digital. 

Within all sectors, the importance of specialisation is rising.  Hence FDI activity is best 
concentrated around sub-sectors that have a disproportionate presence and distinctive 
advantages and propositions.  Summary evidence tables for all six priority sectors are 
included at annex A.  Key points from these are compiled in the following table, which 
takes into account the spread of evidence available and observations based on local 
knowledge and expertise.  It is important to note that due to data issues, the definitions 
the summaries are based on are in some instances an approximation of the City Region 
priority sectors.  Notably, the City Region ‘innovative manufacturing’ priority sector is 
significantly broader than the Advanced Manufacturing sector used in the analysis. 

 

                                         

5 Based on UNCTAD data covering 2005-2011 and summarised by REIU. 
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Summary of potential across Leeds City Region priority sectors 

Sector Summary 

 

Life Sciences 
A very small sector with significant growth potential.  
Comparative strength is based on only one subsector – 
medical device manufacture -but there is a strong 
concentration of firms within it, and of healthcare 
organisations based locally. 

 

Digital and 
Creative 

Has the best mix of scale, growth and comparative advantage 
of the LCR priority sectors.  Consumer electronics, satellite 
telecommunications and printing are key subsectors within a 
diverse industry. 

 

Energy & Low 
Carbon 

A large sector – worth £1.8 billion, set to grow significantly, 
and with very high recent FDI into the EU.  Of the LCR 
priorities, this sector has the highest number of subsectors 
with very high comparative advantage.  Notable supply chain 
and market opportunities exist around biorenewables, wind 
energy and carbon capture and storage. 

 

Advanced 
Manufacturing 

Some areas of significant comparative advantage, especially 
in textiles, although growth is low.  The ‘advanced 
manufacturing’ sector is quite small but innovative 
manufacturing as defined by LCR is wider, with aspects of 
precision engineering very strong in West Yorkshire. 

 

Financial and 
Business Services 

The largest priority sector, and with comparative advantage 
in some subsectors (monetary intermediation and insurance). 
Growth rates are strong and forecast to be well above the 
overall LCR average in the foreseeable future. 

 

Food and Drink 
A large sector, but has one of the lowest forecast rates of 
growth amongst the LCR priority sectors.  There is high 
comparative advantage in beverage manufacture and the 
manufacture of bakery products. 

 

The summaries above are based on available data, which becomes more limited as more 
specialised sub-sectors and niches are explored.  Hence the data needs to be considered 
alongside local knowledge and specific locational opportunities. 

One aspect of comparative advantage is the density and distinctiveness of sectors as 
defined by ‘location quotients’ - LQs6.  The LQs within the textiles sector stand out as 
between two and six times higher than those of other priority subsectors in the City 
Region.  This is linked to the area’s industrial heritage and highlights a continuing 
specialism.  Against some expectations, the concentration of firms in the textiles sector 
has increased over recent years, and innovation in the sector also benefits a number of 

                                         

6 An LQ of 1.0 is average, and the higher the figure above that, the more concentrated the sector is locally 
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other sectors, including medical technology.  As textiles is itself a relatively small sector 
it is best advanced as part of innovative manufacturing, of which it is a component. 

In addition to taking advantage of local sector credentials, a successful approach to 
inward investment needs to consider how those are allied to global markets and which 
approaches to securing investment are most effective.  These factors are now covered. 

 

Successful approaches and target markets 
 
FDI activity need not necessarily focus on securing investment from companies in 
particular countries or trade blocks. For instance, an alternative approach is to use 
existing supply chain and trading relationships as a startpoint, whatever nations they 
may extend to.  However, awareness of the market opportunities globally is useful in 
informing an approach.  Figure 4 is based on UNCTAD statistics for outbound FDI stock in 
2011.  It demonstrates that despite the growth of BRIC economies, the US and Europe 
remain the key markets to attract outbound FDI from, certainly in terms of the scale of 
available finance.  The US is by far the biggest market, with Germany and France the 
largest two markets in Europe (after the UK).  Levels of FDI from Brazil and India are 
increasing but still well below those of even mid-sized European markets such as Ireland 
and Sweden. 

Figure 4: Largest potential markets for FDI based on outward investment 

 

Clearly other factors will affect how successfully the various national markets can be 
penetrated, including sectoral and supply chain connections, business strategies and 
trade horizons, the profile and perceptions of the City Region, and cultural factors. 
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Some evidence exists around successful approaches to attracting inward investment.  
Sources7 emphasise the importance of a targeted and long term approach that plays to 
an area’s strengths, and of collaborating with neighbouring areas to project a profile 
that is recognised by potential investors.  The value of a key account management 
approach and of putting emphasis on retaining (potentially footloose) investors is also 
highlighted.  Whilst not covered in the statistics, the emerging trend of ‘reshoring’ 
operations back to the UK from abroad should also be considered as part of the picture 
in terms of securing jobs and investment.  Examples show that this is occurring locally, 
often linked to issues of quality and responsiveness, and even in sectors such as textiles 
where the expected trend was towards overseas manufacture based on cheaper labour. 

 

b) International Trade and Exports 
 

Evidence on exports is poor, with a dearth of comparable statistics that reach even 
regional, let alone City Region or local level.  Hence, there is reliance on local surveys 
to ascertain export levels and trends, and the results can vary significantly according to 
the sampling methodology used. 

In Leeds City Region, the ‘Beyond Borders’ survey8 asked questions about trade and 
export as part of the Chamber’s regular quarterly survey.  It found that 36% of those 
surveyed currently sell to international markets.  That proportion rose to two thirds of 
manufacturers, but dropped to 24% of service businesses.  Large businesses with more 
than 250 employees were more likely to export (around 50%) than small and micro 
businesses (34% and 20% respectively). 

Other surveys report that fewer businesses export.  An FSB survey of its UK members9 
found that 23% were exporters, whilst in Leeds City Region, a survey of businesses 
carried out as part of skills research10 found that only 11% generate turnover from 
exports.  The national Annual Business Survey in 2011 also found that 11% of registered 
businesses in the ‘non-financial business economy’ exported their goods or services, 
although that figure rose to around 50% for large and for foreign owned businesses. 

This variation in itself suggests that businesses who are members of a representative 
organisation such as the FSB or Chamber of Commerce are more likely to export.  Other 
findings across surveys are that the businesses most likely to export are: 

 Larger businesses 

 Foreign owned businesses 

 Manufacturers 

 Older businesses (i.e. those that have been established for longer) 

                                         

7 For instance see, Learning Legacy module 8, International Trade and Investment, Andrew Sharp et al, 
Yorkshire Forward, 2011 
8 Beyond Borders – realigning the Leeds City Region economy towards export driven growth, LCR Chambers 
of Commerce and LCR LEP, 2012 
9 Made in the UK, Small businesses and an export led recovery, Priyen Patel and Rosina Robson, FSB, 2010 
10 Skills Research in Leeds City Region, ekosgen and partners, August 2012 
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Many manufacturers in the City region do sell their goods overseas, and although the 
value of exports has fallen as a result of exchange rate trends, more businesses are 
trading internationally than ever before.  However, the proportion of service industries 
exporting is well below the national average, despite some sizeable areas of the service 
sector having strong export potential.   

A number of surveys point to reasons why many businesses do not export.  Whilst the 
figures vary slightly by survey, those from the Beyond Borders survey are illustrative.  
They show that aside from some businesses feeling their product or service is not 
appropriate for export, the main reasons for not exporting revolve around uncertainty 
about how to enter the market – including not having contacts, customers or known 
market opportunities.  The same issue around finding routes to markets also emerged in 
the City Region skills research.  Other barriers to export picked up across surveys include 
risk exposure, access to finance, market intelligence and language skills. 

Figure 5: Reasons for not exporting overseas 

 
Source: Beyond Borders, 2012 

If the City Region’s first challenge is to increase the number of businesses that export, 
its second is to expand the scale of exports and market horizons of those who do. 

Currently, businesses are most likely to trade with the Eurozone and the US, with a 
limited foothold in growing international markets such as the BRIC economies (Brazil, 
Russia, India, China).  The Beyond Borders survey results illustrate this for City Region 
exporters - many sell to multiple markets, but mostly within Europe and the USA. 
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Figure 6:  Markets for exporting businesses 

 

 

Recent CBI research in conjunction with Ernst & Young suggests that reorienting the UK’s 
exports towards growing markets could lift GDP by £20bn by 2020.11  It identified four UK 
sectors capable of maximising growth potential through exports: 

 Construction services – ailing in the UK, but with strong export potential in 
Nigeria, India, Russia, Vietnam and Indonesia. 

 Electrical, optical and high tech goods – with a strong science and R&D base the 
UK remains competitive globally.  Rising incomes and demographic changes in 
emerging economies are creating strong demand for these products. 

 Financial services – The UK is already a leading exporter of financial services and 
has considerable expertise to offer.  As well as BRICs, markets such as the Gulf 
States offer potential export opportunities for this sector. 

 Communication services – digital and telecommunications services, including 
creative content.  The US will continue to be an important market for digital 
exports, but again the BRIC economies provide a fertile potential market.    

All sectors with high growth potential are well represented in the City Region, and so 
reducing the gap between exports to Europe, and those to the rest of the world, ought 
to be possible with a clearer focus. 

                                         

11 CBI/Ernst & Young, Winning overseas 
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3. Attracting Inward Investment 
 

Ambitions, resources and organisational context 
 
The evidence makes clear that Leeds City Region has historically underperformed in 
attracting inward investment.   

The City Region’s headline target is to more than double its share of inward 
investment from 2.2% to 5.0% of the UK market by 2016, measured primarily by jobs 
created.  Whilst challenging given the context of reduced public sector resources, an 
increase on this scale should be feasible in the medium term so long as the right 
capacity, structures and approaches are in place (see also section 5 on monitoring 
outcomes). 

To date, the City Region has lacked the capacity to attract investment on the 
international scale, with FDI left to UKTI and to Yorkshire Forward for most of the last 
decade.  The closure of the latter agency in particular left a gap in terms of FDI 
leadership and capacity.  In response the LEP has agreed to fund a new, proactive and 
coordinated inward investment function to be in place by the Autumn of 2013/14. 

This will involve developing a new FDI service with a single ‘front door’ for investors 
from outside the City Region.  This would provide better service to ‘would-be’ investors 
and also facilitate economies of scale through aligned activity.  The service will: 

 work proactively to attract investment in key sectors from outside the City Region, 
working with local authority inward investment officers and UKTI; and 

 handle all national and international enquiries from outside the City Region in a 
responsive and professional manner, ensuring that all potential investors receive high 
quality support tailored to their needs.  

The LEP will commission delivery of this FDI service to a lead delivery organisation, but 
retain a strategic and quality assurance role.  This will include monitoring performance 
and agreements with delivery partners through its Business Innovation and Growth Panel 
and the City Region Investment Officers’ Group.  Figure 7 illustrates the spread of 
partners who will work together as a team to attract investment. 

Once the commissioning process is complete, the lead delivery organisation will work 
with the BIG Panel and Investment Officers’ group to produce and implement a delivery 
plan to achieve agreed results.  It is vital this retains a clear focus on specific 
opportunities aligned with this strategy and other City Region activity and priorities.  
That will include developing a relationship with key account management activity to 
embed investors and encourage reinvestment, which will continue to be led at local 
level. 
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Figure 7:  ‘Team City Region’ - inward investment partners 

 

 

 

 
Delivering the strategy and its associated plans will need to be undertaken in partnership 
with a wide range of public and private sector stakeholders and providers.  Alongside 
local authorities and UKTI, this includes employment and skills organisations, the 
professional services community, business and industry networks and the HE sector.  

Working with neighbouring city regions will also be important for sectors and key 
investment assets and opportunities that cut across borders. For example, working with 
Sheffield City Region on innovative manufacturing and health & life sciences, with the 
Humber and with York, North Yorkshire and East Riding on low carbon industries, and 
with Manchester City Region on advanced digital technologies.  
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Identifying Priority Opportunities 
 
A successful approach to attracting investment requires clear investment priorities.  
Setting priorities sends out a clear message to potential investors, ensures effort is 
focused, and helps to ensure that resources are used effectively.  This is challenging for 
a City Region with such a large and diverse economy, and with strengths in a broad 
range of sectors. 

The proposed approach to identifying target sectors has been informed by detailed 
analysis undertaken by the Regional Economic Intelligence Unit (and available as a 
supporting document).  This includes assessment of the City Region’s position in the 
global investment market, recent investment trends within those markets, and sectoral 
strengths.  Other key factors to be taken into account in setting priorities include: 

 investment and innovation within the City Region’s business base; 

 the research capabilities of the HE sector and related centres of excellence; 

 local and national policy drivers; 

 the scale of potential benefits, including jobs and GVA, skills levels, innovation and 
low carbon goals; 

 potential for investors to be part of local supply chains and to become embedded 
long term; and 

 the nature and strength of competition from other City Regions. 

Alongside the available evidence, addressing these issues should point to where our 
strengths lay, and the right markets and sectors to target. 

The conclusions coming from this analysis were guided by four important principles: 

 That proactive investment-generation activity should focus on sectors in which the 
City Region has a competitive and differentiated offer – nationally, and also within 
a European and potentially globally context.  That means avoiding sectors where 
stronger propositions clearly exist elsewhere in the UK, and working in collaboration 
with neighbouring city regions on shared sector strengths. 

 Any propositions and specialist advantages should be ‘future-proof’ – i.e. they 
should remain strong over the long term compared to competitors elsewhere, 
despite changing circumstances and future trends (e.g. changing consumer markets, 
emerging technologies, rising energy costs).  Access to world-leading assets and 
expertise helps sectors to continually innovate in response to change. 

 That the areas of focus should present a realistic prospect of investment given 
what is known about growth sectors, and the nature of investment flows into the UK 
and Europe.   

 That priorities should present a worthwhile gain in terms of the potential scale of 
GVA and jobs benefits, and their geographic reach within the City Region. 
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Investment Hubs outline 
 
The analysis has led to a focus on specific opportunities and strengths within the City 
Region’s priority sectors, often zoning in on specific subsectors.  These are described as 
‘Investment Hubs’ and are based on concentrations of expertise and industry.  They are 
not individual sites or business parks – industries within these Hubs are already 
geographically spread across the City Region, with good connectivity, industry 
relationships and skills levels.  However, some site-specific opportunities may need to be 
created (or better promoted where they already exist e.g. York Science Park) to 
stimulate investment and provide a focus for innovation – an issue for consideration 
during the Hub development phase. 

A focus on five ‘investment hubs’ has emerged from the analysis: 

 A Health Innovation Hub (broadening the existing Leeds model);  

 An Advanced Digital Technologies Hub;  

 A Decarbonised Energy Generation and Biorenewables Hub; 

 A Financial Services Intelligence Hub; and 

 A Powertrain and Precision Engineering Hub. 

A further, sixth, hub within the food and drink sector is under consideration and requires 
further development.  There are potential links between the food industry and the 
biorenewables element of the Decarbonised Energy Hub, and this may point to an area 
of focus.  

It is proposed that these Hubs provide the focus for inward investment activity.  They 
represent clusters of existing expertise, innovative companies and industry networks, 
and this makes them well-placed to attract further investment.   

The Hubs present the potential for the City Region to differentiate itself in an extremely 
competitive marketplace, by identifying the specialist strengths, assets and 
opportunities of each sector.  Collectively, they present the best potential to 
significantly increase the City Region’s share of foreign investment into the UK.  In this 
respect, the proposed approach is along the lines of current activity in Leeds around the 
medical technology and healthcare sector, where partnership-working across the public 
and private sectors is focused on creating the right environment for growth. 

The proposed Hubs also have relevance to key local, national and global policy 
challenges, where finding solutions and gaining a reputation for forward-thinking can 
help to boost competitive advantage.  They provide opportunities for innovation in both 
services and manufacturing, and already include significant supply chains within the City 
Region and neighbouring employment markets.    

Inevitably, market opportunities will develop and change over the period of the plan.  
Therefore, the evidence base for targeting potential investors will continue to be 
reviewed and updated throughout the period of the strategy.  Equally, the City Region’s 
FDI service will need to respond in a timely and professional manner to enquiries from 
any sectors.  So whilst the service will not proactively chase investment from non-
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priority sectors, all potential investors that approach or are directed towards it will need 
to receive the same high quality service. 

 

Investment Hubs – development and detail 
 
The long term ambition for the Hubs is to create some of the most competitive 
investment environments in Europe.  Alongside the FDI service, these would offer 
businesses in related industries high quality support to help them to: 

 establish operations; 

 innovate, tap into world-leading R&D facilities, and commercialise 
products/services; 

 access markets and supply chains; 

 find high-performing teams and workforces; and 

 gain local intelligence and build relationships with key bodies and partnerships. 

Achieving this will require a continuing focus on listening to investors and improving the 
relevance of propositions.  It will involve nurturing innovation relationships, building a 
reputation, identifying opportunities to catalyse growth, and investing in complementary 
infrastructure. Building stronger working links with the worldwide UKTI’s network will 
also be a priority, as will establishing a reputation for a ‘can do’ and professional 
response to all enquiries and projects.     

Figure 8 overleaf sets out the potential headline ambitions for the proposed Hubs.  At 
this stage the content should be regarded as illustrative as the precise focus will be 
shaped during the Hub development phase and detailed further in Delivery Plans. 
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Figure 8:  Investment Hubs Summary 
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The concept and focus for developing each of the Hubs is as follows:- 

Health Innovation 

The Health Innovation Hub is relatively advanced, with baseline research completed 
and initial governance arrangements in place.  Early engagement with potential 
investors is underway through the UKTI Commercial Officer network and a range of 
other public and private contacts.  An initial priority will be to bring in key academic 
partners from outside Leeds, particularly the world-leading health economics 
capabilities in York.  Joint working with the Sheffield City Region to promote medical 
technology capabilities across the two areas to the US market, including a shared 
presence at the world-leading OMTEC event, has also progressed well and will be 
further utilised where appropriate.   

Advanced Digital Technologies 

This sector features a diversity of often smaller businesses, making the Hub concept 
more complex to develop than for areas dominated by fewer, larger businesses.  
However, there is huge potential for development, including through closer joint-
working with neighbouring City Regions in Manchester and Sheffield.  Strong local assets 
are already in place, such as the Advanced Digital Institute in Saltaire, Bradford, the 
Creative and Digital Hub in Leeds, and the Media Centre in Huddersfield.  

The Hub will build on the work of the partnership established between Leeds and 
Bradford for the TSB Future Cities Demonstrator bid.  This included the idea of using 
digitally based ‘advanced service delivery’ models to respond to a future with less 
public resources, but massive challenges in terms of an ageing population, healthcare, 
climate change and transport.   

A wide network of expertise in digital devices, hardware, software, creative content 
and services exists across the City Region, including suppliers to major commercial and 
public sector clients.  World-leading businesses developing systems for energy, water, 
transport, education, sport, defence, health and social care all have a strong presence.  
In satellite technology, Pace, the global developer of technology for PayTV/broadcast 
service providers is based in Saltaire, whilst BskyB is based in Leeds.   

Initial scoping work will define a manageable area of focus for the Hub, and how to 
make the concept of open innovation work in practice.  This will also identify the role 
of public sector bodies in stimulating product and systems development, for instance 
related to redesign of services.  Once the initial focus is fixed, further work with 
partners will develop a unique and competitive proposition for the Hub. 

Powertrain and Precision Engineering 

This Hub builds on a world-leading cluster of automotive, oil, gas, onshore wind and 
water engineering component manufacturers.  That includes three companies in 
Kirklees and Bradford that dominate the world turbo charger market, as well as firms 
manufacturing precision components such as valves, pump suppliers to the global oil 
and gas industry, and major wind energy gearing manufacturers.   

The ambition is to develop this cluster of innovative manufacturing and engineering 
businesses further, drawing on exceptional HE expertise and R&D centres.  These 
include the University of Huddersfield 3M Buckley Innovation Centre (which hosts a 
National Physical Laboratories presence), the exceptional engineering skills at Bradford 
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University’s Automotive Research Centre, along with precision engineering skills at the 
University of Huddersfield and low carbon engineering at the University of Leeds.  
Collaboration with the Advanced Manufacturing Park in nearby Rotherham will also be 
developed.  

Development work will also consider how strengths in innovative and advanced textiles 
can be part of, or connect to, the Hub offer, reflecting the innovative nature of the 
sector and assets such as the Textiles Centre of Excellence in Huddersfield. 

Decarbonised Energy   

The Leeds City Region generates more electricity from coal than any other area and 
includes England’s largest power station – Drax – which is based in Selby.12  Plans are in 
place to convert much of the Drax plant (and others) to ‘cofiring’ with biomass, and it 
is also at the forefront of national proposals to pioneer commercial scale carbon 
capture and storage (having been shortlisted for the EU’s NER 300 Programme).  

Opportunities span those in construction, operation, supply chains and exports, and 
there are strong links to manufacturing/engineering and to agriculture.  There are 
excellent opportunities to engage with leading edge work in these fields locally and to 
capture global export markets based upon it.  Work is required to focus this potential 
into a clear Investment Hub proposition. 

Work on bioenergy aspects of the Hub proposition have already started, including 
collaboration with the considerable innovation assets in and around York e.g. York 
Science Park and FERA. Further work will strengthen this, engage with wider industry 
stakeholders and develop a market engagement plan. 

Financial Services Intelligence 

The City Region already has a strong track-record of partnership in relation to Financial 
Services, with two recent significant investments by Santander and Hiscox.  Although 
there is a recognised leading strength in Leeds, it is clear that the assets of the wider 
City Region can enhance the sector proposition, particularly in relation to insurance 
expertise, HQ operations, shared service centres and HE expertise. In addition, the 
mutuals movement has its routes in the City Region where three of the country’s five 
largest building societies are headquartered.     

The City Region is becoming a ‘thought-leadership’ and intelligence centre for retail 
banking and insurance, building on the sector’s scale, skills base and the presence of 
data centres and the Credit Risk Management Research Centre.  It provides an ideal 
base for businesses working in financial or business intelligence to locate or expand.  A 
focus on retail financial services can also help to stimulate data centre investment, 
with recent investors such as AQL already encouraging further investors in the sector to 
come to the City Region.   

Developing arrangements to further define and support a City Region proposition will 
be an early priority.   

                                         

12 Selby is also in the York, North Yorkshire and East Riding LEP area, which has also identified low carbon 
development at Drax and the AgriFood sector as a priorities, so there is much potential for collaboration. 
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Food & Drink (potential Hub) 

Development of a potential sixth Hub focused on the Food and Drink sector will be 
considered.  This could either be a standalone Hub building on the presence of major 
food processing and manufacturing companies and supermarket chains, or connected to 
the Decarbonised Energy Hub through a focus on resource efficiency, the connection 
between food and energy crops, and sustainable food production. 

As propositions for Hubs are at different stages of development, a phased approach to 
delivery is proposed.  As Figure 9 sets out, a three-phase process is proposed, based on 
building Hub propositions, engaging investors, and lead-handling and aftercare. 

 
Figure 9: Three stage process for Hub development and delivery 

 

 

The BIG Panel and Investment Officers’ Group will actively support Hub Development to 
ensure that only high quality, distinctive propositions reach the market, and are 
targeted effectively. The former will have a more strategic, quality assurance function, 
whilst the latter will undertake a more ‘hands on’ role in the production of plans and 
materials.  

Development of the Hubs and their propositions will be phased.  Activity will have 
commenced on all Hubs in the 2013/14 financial year, but will be completed in some 
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Hubs earlier than others reflecting their varying start-points.  Propositions for early 
investor-engagement will be produced by the end of the 2013/14 for at least three of 
the Hubs (including Health Innovation and Financial Services Intelligence), with the 
others to follow in 2014/15. Exact details will be confirmed within the proceeding 
Delivery Plan. 

 

Target investors, markets and approaches 
 
Targeting the right investors in the right markets is a key challenge, especially as the 
proposed Hubs are designed to attract a range of potential investors and their supply 
chains.  The new service will need to understand which markets combine likelihood of 
investment with impactful jobs and GVA benefits, whilst also fitting with the City 
Region’s offer so that investors become embedded and flourish.  

Clear targeting strategies will be developed for each Hub during the development 
phase.  A focus on both UK and overseas markets will recognise that a large proportion 
of FDI into the UK lands in London before UK or European expansion.  Clearly, 
establishing relationships with London has particular relevance for financial services, as 
well as the creative and digital sector. 

Targeting beyond the UK will be guided by intelligence about potential sources of 
investment, and also by the need to make best use of the limited resources available 
for overseas activity.  Any overseas campaigns would need to be carefully planned to 
deliver cost effective and multiple benefits across the Hubs. It will also be important to 
recognise that access to markets, customers and suppliers also drive many investment 
decisions. Therefore, understanding and promoting the existing business stock is 
crucial.       

As the evidence shows (see Figure 4), the US is by some way the largest single source of 
investment globally and into the UK, and that applies across sectors.  The EU is also a 
major market for securing investment, especially Germany and France.  Europe and the 
US will hence be key areas of focus. 

The City Region will keep under review the potential benefits of building relationships 
with less developed high-growth markets (which also present opportunities for linking 
trade and exports activity).  Currently outbound investment from BRIC economies is 
low, and on a par with small European nations such as Sweden and Ireland, so they are 
unlikely to be major targets in the short-term.  However, the new service will require 
the flexibility to respond should this position change significantly.   

Throughout, the City Region’s approach will be alert to opportunities for collaboration 
and integration.  That applies to making links between export development and inward 
investment activity, and to further developing shared approaches with neighbouring 
city regions where economies of scale can be realised. 
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Investor development and business support 
 
The majority of new business investment in the City Region is generated from 
companies already here rather than new investors.  This is true for the UK as a whole, 
and for most developed economies.  So it is important that new FDI activity works 
alongside and is connected to continuing investor development.  

As propositions are developed by the Hubs, there will be value in sharing these with 
existing City Region businesses.  That will ensure existing and new businesses are on an 
equal-footing and also help to embed investment and encourage growth (e.g. by 
assisting businesses to make the case for new investment from within their parent 
group).  Local authority Key Account Managers (KAMs) and economic development 
teams are important in this respect.  KAMs work closely with UKTI’s investor 
development managers and BIS Local, and can draw upon senior level input from Chief 
Executives and Directors of Development as needed.   

As previously stated, the identification of the Hubs does not exclude other sectors or 
subsectors that may be important for the LEP, and/or, for distinct parts of the City 
Region.  Large companies in any sector should be able to benefit from strong local 
relationships and investor development activity, access to strategic supply chains, HE 
expertise, and support on exports and international trade.   

 

An integrated business environment for investment 
 
Businesses will choose to locate in an area based on a range of factors that go well 
beyond a sector-based proposition.  These include available skills, the quality of 
infrastructure, market connections, the quality of life and environment on offer, as 
well as the effectiveness and responsiveness of local support. The same factors are 
important to business retention and reinvestment.  Hence FDI activity will be 
integrated within a wider City Region framework covering these areas. 

Figure 10:  FDI and an Integrated Offer for Business Investment  
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Figure 10 illustrates how FDI and KAM combine to attract investment, and how a range 
of other factors support both, including skills and infrastructure.  These need to be 
communicated through the propositions, and continually improved in the City Region 
itself so that messages match reality. 

The Leeds City Region LEP Plan and new Investment Plan cover the range of key factors 
that contribute to a successful economy.  They are supported by more detailed 
documents on specific issues.  The sections below highlight key points on the skills and 
infrastructure offer that are pertinent to FDI propositions, with further detail available 
in the referenced documents. 

 

Skills 
 
Leeds City Region has a wide range of colleges, eight universities/HEIs, and a large pool 
of talented labour which makes it an excellent base to recruit from.  The City Region’s 
Skills Plan (2013) sets out how it will improve skills levels further, ensuring a workforce 
that is well equipped to drive business growth, and meeting employment and inclusion 
goals in the process.  The Skills Plan sets out thirteen priorities for action, grouped into 
three areas: 

 
Building Skills in Education 
 core and generic skills (e.g. communication, creativity, customer skills, attitude) 
 English and Maths 
 enterprise skills 
 building skills required in sectors with major employment opportunities (financial & 

business services, health/care, transport, hotels & catering, retail, construction) 
 

Transition to Work 
 extending work experience placements 
 improved careers guidance with better information about opportunities across 

sectors 
 a network of Apprenticeship Hubs and Training Academies in centres across the City 

Region that make it easier for employers to find out about and recruit apprentices 
 

Raising Skills and Increasing Demand 
 enhancing higher level skills 
 leadership and management skills 
 skills for export 
 low carbon skills 
 tackling specific skills gaps/shortages in key sectors (e.g. the need for more 

engineers in the innovative manufacturing sector, and more software engineers in 
digital and creative industries) 

 
These priorities will drive activity to enhance workforce skills, backed by ongoing 
dialogue with business to ensure that the skills demanded by employers, including 
prospective inward investors, are catered for.   
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Infrastructure – investment assets and opportunities 
 
The City Region offers a wide range of well-connected locations for inward investors, 
from large greenfield sites close to key strategic routes, to town and city centre 
locations, enterprise and innovation centres and ‘soft-landing’ facilities. It also has the 
world-leading York Science Park whose Bio Centre provides an excellent environment 
for new and growing biotechnology and healthcare businesses.         

As well as making clear that a wealth of local level opportunities exist, the new City 
Region Investment Plan highlights major development opportunities where public 
support may be available through the new City Region Investment Framework.  
Priorities currently include those listed below, but do not rule out investment in other 
centres, such as Huddersfield, Dewsbury and Halifax, should specific opportunities 
arise. 

 

Bradford Growth Zone – the city centre growth zone initiative will transform the City’s 
retail offer and create a new central business district.  The City already accommodates 
a large financial and services sector, one of the top 10 management schools in the UK, 
the National Media Museum and the Advanced Digital Institute.  It presents a highly 
competitive proposition for investors in related sectors.   

Leeds City Region Enterprise Zone (Aire Valley EZ) – is a large regeneration area to 
the south east of Leeds City Centre.  It already hosts businesses operating in renewable 
energy, waste and the low carbon supply chain.  The City Region will work with low 
carbon sector specialists in UKTI with a view to marketing it as a renewables and low 
carbon centre.  Proposals for the site will also enable development of a Medical 
Technology Health Hub, creating space for the manufacture of medical equipment. 

Barnsley – has a long term vision to change the role of the town and upgrade its 
economic performance.  Its ambitions are to build on high quality developments over 
the last decade with further physical regeneration in its town centre. 

Wakefield – has raised its profile and attractiveness with developments including the 
Hepworth Gallery and Trinity Walk shopping centre.  Further priorities include the 
creation of more commercial space and regeneration of the Kirkgate and waterfront 
area connecting the Hepworth Gallery to the core of the city centre. 

A number of other major development proposals are progressing that will combine easy 
motorway access with proximity to towns and labour markets.  These include:   

Buck Lane, Bradford - major development scheme to support the growth of high value 
technology businesses in Airedale. The site has the benefit of outline planning 
permission for some 16,000 m2 of B1 business space, plus a hotel, retail and residential 
uses. With a new access road in place, the site provides one of the key development 
opportunities contributing to the delivery of the Airedale Masterplan 
 
Cooper Bridge – a strategic employment site in Kirklees, near Brighouse and Mirfield, 
close to the M62 (J25) and with potential focus on manufacturing and engineering 
Newmarket – a major logistics opportunity between Leeds and Wakefield near the M62 
(J30) 
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Glasshoughton Castleford – logistics potential close to Europort freight interchange 
(M62 J32) 

Barugh Green Barnsley – a strategic employment opportunity close to the M1 (J37) 

Chidswell Dewsbury – a strategic employment site accessible from the M1 (J40) and 
M62 (J28) 

Ultimately, investors make the choice about the best location for their business, 
weighing up the range of locations and their advantages.  For the Aire Valley Leeds 
Enterprise Zone and Bradford City Centre Growth Zone, these include business rate 
relief for investors, employment brokerage, business support, superfast broadband, wifi 
hotspots and a simplified planning framework. Business investors into the City Region 
can also access grant-funding of between £10K and £1m via the Business Growth 
Programme to support major capital investments that will create employment.   

Transport and Connectivity 
 
The City Region already boasts good digital infrastructure.  100% of exchanges are 
broadband enabled, 80% of premises are covered by superfast broadband, and ultrafast 
broadband has already been introduced in key locations.  Fibre operators such as Geo, 
Fibrenet and SSE converge in Leeds, providing low cost, high capacity regional data 
routes, with some of the fastest access in the country.  This provides the foundation to 
create an exceptional digital infrastructure within a relatively short space of time.   

The City Region’s Digital Infrastructure Plan sets out the assets, approach and key 
centres in more detail, including excellent digital connectivity in major towns and 
cities, priority sites, science parks and business parks.  The complementary 
Superconnected Cities programme will see £46.8m invested in digital infrastructure in 
key strategic locations in Leeds and Bradford over three years.  

There are excellent transport assets in the City Region, including the juncture of the 
M62 and M1 motorways, probably the key north-south/east-west intersection in the UK.  
It has electrified mainline rail services to London and Scotland, good rail links to 
Manchester, easy airport and port access, and one of the best used local rail and bus 
networks in England.   

Government has committed to further improve the City Region’s transport 
infrastructure to service a growing population and business needs.  These committed 
improvements include: 

 The ‘Northern Hub’ and Trans Pennine Electrification schemes which will bring 
faster, more frequent rail services from Leeds, Huddersfield and York to Manchester 
and its airport 

 East Coast Mainline enhancements to improve services to London 

 New local rail stations, capacity improvements and a Leeds City Station Southern 
Entrance 

 M62 and M1 improvements, with enhanced capacity as ‘managed motorways’ 
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 A ‘new generation’ trolleybus network in Leeds to greatly upgrade public transport 
services 

 Improved bus services and ‘Smart’ ticketing that integrates across rail and bus 
travel 

 Commitment to High Speed Rail services with a Leeds terminal and connections to 
York 

In addition, the City Region has negotiated a deal with government to devolve transport 
funding locally and create a £1 billion Transport Investment Fund.  This will build upon 
the planned schemes and drive further improvements that generate economic growth 
and jobs whilst keeping a check on carbon emissions.  The details of the fund and 
schemes to be funded are yet to be finalised, but potential transformative examples 
include: 

 Electrification and upgrade of core rail routes, including from Bradford and Halifax 
to Manchester, and from Leeds and Wakefield to Sheffield 

 Rail or tram-train connections from Leeds and Bradford city centres to Leeds-
Bradford Airport 

 Expansion of the Leeds trolleybus network into a West Yorkshire rapid transit 
network 

 Further upgrade of the strategic motorway network 

 Road schemes to tackle key bottlenecks or open up major new development sites 

 Preparing the local rail network for High Speed Rail 
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4. Increasing Exports 

 
Ambitions, resources and organisational context 
 
The City Region’s headline target is, by 2016, to see an increase of 50% in the 
number of its businesses exporting goods, and an increase of 25% in the value of 
service exports.   

There is also an aim to see a higher proportion of exporters reaching markets outside 
Europe and the US.   

Whereas the demise of the Regional Development Agencies left a significant hole in 
local capacity to attract inward investment, the picture for International Trade is very 
different.  UKTI’s core public sector provision – the Regional Trade Advisor Team - 
remains largely intact following re-commissioning for the 2013-2016 period.  The team, 
made up of 24 advisors, provides a service anchored around two core product offerings 
– Passport to Export (for new exporters) and Gateway to Global Growth (for more 
experienced exporters), as well as briefings and other support.  The team links into the 
UKTI’s global network providing market research and overseas introductions services. 

A number of other important players also operate in this space, notably Bradford-based 
Chamber International, which focuses on practical export support services, events and 
briefings linked into the global Chamber of Commerce network.  The EU supported 
Enterprise Europe Network is another asset.  Its regional team is based in Bradford and 
works with private and public sector partners to promote trade links through a pan-
European network and business database. 

Although generally less well-resourced, market specific organisations also play an 
important role in supporting businesses in the City Region, including the British 
American Business Council, the British China Business Council, the UK India Business 
Council and the Yorkshire Asian Business Association.  Beyond this, a healthy range of 
private sector provision exists addressing a range of market needs. 

Given the number of organisations delivering on international trade, the City Region 
will not seek to involve itself in direct delivery.  Where it can add value is in 
strategic coordination, helping to bring services together around a common set of 
priorities.  The dedicated resources available to the LEP to support this agenda are 
modest – limited Secretariat officer time and a minimal complementary marketing 
budget.  What can be offered is a very committed and experienced group of businesses 
on the LEP Boards and its Panels, keen to provide leadership on this important agenda. 

Just as progress in attracting inward investment relies on a diverse delivery team, so 
too does international trade.  Here though, the model is slightly different.  At its core 
is a project team consisting of the LEP, UKTI Regional Trade Team, UK Export for 
Finance, Chamber International and Enterprise Europe, linking in to a wider network of 
delivery partners. 
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Figure 11: Team City Region – International Trade  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic Priorities 
 
The City Region will seek to increase exports through activity in five areas.  As with 
inward investment, a detailed three-year Delivery Plan will be developed to take 
forward the trade and exports element of the strategy. This will be overseen by the BIG 
Panel in its twin role as the City Deal Trade and Investment Board.  In addition to 
advancing the strategic priorities, the City Region will identify means to improve data 
and monitoring on exports.  Currently there is no reliable and regular measure of 
export activity across City Region businesses, and this needs to be in place to inform 
activity and allow monitoring of progress and targets (see section 5). 
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Direct and commissioned activity 
The City Region’s direct and commissioned activity will focus on encouragement, 
awareness-raising and peer-to-peer support, focusing on the following areas: 

 Encouraging the uninitiated:  helping businesses not already trading 
internationally to understand the opportunities for growth and the value of their 
goods and services abroad; 

 Demystifying the process:  exposing new exporters to practical information 
about what’s involved, particularly first hand from other businesses. 

 Improving awareness of sources of support:  It’s clear that more businesses 
need to be aware of the services and networks that can help them. 

The above will be partly-addressed through the City Region’s We Are International 
export campaign, ambassador corps and network.  The campaign itself was launched in 
November 2012, and the export network, managed by Chamber International, was 
launched in March 2013.  The campaign and related media coverage have the added 
benefit of addressing a key challenge for UKTI’s Trade Team – the need to engage with 
more businesses in the City Region and to support more of them to trade, and 
specifically to export, overseas.  

Influencing UKTI’s programme 
Just as the City Region will be supporting UKTI’s delivery through publicity and 
awareness-raising, it will take the opportunity to shape and add value to UKTI’s 
delivery programme.  As a result, the domestic programme of briefings and events will 
focus on three main priorities: 

 Stimulating businesses to export for the first time, by: 

Continuing the programme of local events around the City Region, showcasing 
local business case studies and drawing in local partners.  Beyond the initial 
round, a programme of events on business and industrial parks will be explored. 

A programme of briefings and follow-on Market Insight visits focusing on stable 
and growing European markets aimed at first time exporters (with Enterprise 
Europe Network) 

Developing an E-Commerce seminar programme, potentially piloting a national 
model. 

 Improving routes into high growth markets, by 

Continuing a programme of briefing events for the City Region, on high growth 
markets, co-ordinating this with Commercial Office visits and trade delegation 
opportunities where possible. 

Complementing this by providing an easy interface with UKTI’s webinars, 
building a bank of webinar material from City Region businesses, professional 
services and academics.  

 Encouraging service businesses to export, by delivering bespoke briefing 
events aimed at the creative and digital, retail, leisure and training sectors. 
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The City Region has also started to look at UKTI’s programme of international events, 
such as its extensive trade show programme.  It will work with UKTI to ensure this fits 
broadly with the sector profile of businesses with export potential in the City Region, 
coupling this with a commitment to engage businesses through its networks.   

In addition, the City Region will also seek an increased emphasis on key knowledge 
intensive sectors, where exports can yield most value.  A programme to complement 
overseas inward investment activity will be developed in this context, as well as 
opportunities to promote R&D relationships.  Feedback will be sought from businesses 
and networks across the City Region to help inform and improve UKTI’s services.  
Furthermore, the LEP Board and BIG Panel will use their influence through the joint 
Trade and Investment Board arrangement to respond to any common business concerns 
and opportunities across the City Region.  

The role of skills 
Many businesses, particularly SMEs, will need to build technical skills, market 
knowledge and cultural awareness into their organisations to support international 
trade.  To assist with this, and stimulate skills providers to respond, the City Region has 
identified international trade in its 2013/14 skills priorities statement.  Engagement 
with skills providers in developing suitable programmes is now underway, taking into 
account existing provision and support services.  

Making better use of Higher Education capabilities 
The City Region’s universities, with their extensive overseas links, have a strong role to 
play in supporting the strategy’s objectives on both international trade and inward 
investment.  Three areas of joint focus have been agreed: 

 Internships for Yorkshire universities’ international graduates with companies in 
the City Region – to facilitate entry into overseas markets, work on trade 
related projects and promote cultural awareness. 

 A calendar of high-level overseas delegations to universities in the City Region 
to showcase key sector strengths and innovation assets.  

 Input from academics, particularly international business specialists into 
international trade briefings organised by UKTI, the LEP and its panels and 
partners. 

Global event opportunities 
The Tour de France Grand Départ, which starts in Leeds in June 2014, will attract 
teams from 188 countries and a TV audience of 3.5bn people.  It provides a unique 
opportunity not only to showcase the region’s food, drink, hospitality and cultural 
assets, but also to promote international trade and inward investment.  The City Region 
will work with UKTI and UK Export for Finance to develop a programme of trade and 
investment events similar to those organised around the country alongside the 2012 
Olympic and Paralympic Games.   
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5. Monitoring Outcomes 
 
Inward investment 
 
On inward investment, the City Region’s headline target is, by 2016, to more than 
double its share of UK inbound FDI from 2.2% to 5.0%, measured by jobs created.   

We also expect to see a rise in City Region’s share of UK inward investment in terms of 
the value and number of projects.  Given that London has a greater share of the UK FDI 
market based on these measures (around 40% as opposed to 25% for jobs), the City 
Region’s secondary longer-term target is to achieve a 4% share of UK investment on 
these indicators. At least half of the progress towards this target should be made within 
the lifespan of this strategy i.e. 2013/14 to 2015/16.    

As inward investment can vary greatly from year to year, the baseline for the targets 
should be based on the City Region’s average annual share of investment over a three 
year period (2010-2012).   

Further points of detail in relation to the tasking of the FDI service are that: 

 The expectation is that whilst all FDI gained will be counted towards the City 
Region’s investment targets, the majority of that brought in through FDI activity 
should be within the City Region’s priority sectors. 

 Whilst targets will not be set about the share of investment within particular 
localities, there is an expectation that investment will be more widely shared 
across the City Region than previously. 

 The City Region’s emphasis is on securing ‘greenfield investment’13, rather than 
mergers and acquisitions activity.  This is because the former is about new jobs and 
economic activity, whilst the impact of the latter on the local economy and 
employment is more uncertain.  In particular, whilst takeovers of local businesses 
can catalyse investment that safeguards and creates jobs, in some instances they 
can also lead to business being moved out of the City Region or operations and jobs 
being scaled back. 

 The focus must be on long-term and sustainable inward investment, whereby firms 
become embedded in the City Region.  Monitoring should track employment in 
businesses moving into the City Region, five and ten years after the initial 
investment. 

                                         

13 i.e. new businesses locating themselves in the City Region, not necessarily on greenfield sites 
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 The cost effectiveness of operations should be measured, with ‘cost per job 
created’ figures produced alongside material on strategic added value to put this 
into context (i.e. relating to the quality and economic value of investment).  
Evaluation should be used to track broader inclusion benefits for City Region 
communities. 

 Inward Investment is better placed to contribute to targets on jobs and GVA than to 
the City Region’s target for reducing carbon emissions.  However, the City Region 
will seek innovative activity to ally inward investment to carbon reduction goals, 
such as helping investors with resource efficiency and carbon reduction measures, 
or promoting environmental good practice in new investors to other companies. 

 

Trade and exports outcomes 
 
On trade, the City Region’s headline target is, by 2016, to increase the number of 
manufacturers that export by 50%, and the value of service exports by 25%. 

The City Region also expects to see an increase in the value of exports that is broadly 
proportionate to the increases in the number of exporters.   

Further points of detail are that: 

 Whilst the headline target is exports, wider benefits should also be measured, 
including estimates of GVA and employment increases that follow on from firms 
winning export orders.  

 The cost effectiveness of operations should be measured, based on the number of 
businesses helped, the value of exports and estimates of employment benefits. 

 A regular and reliable method of monitoring progress towards the targets needs to 
be established, for instance through including questions about exports activity 
within a representative survey of City Region businesses.  There is scope to build on 
the Kirklees, Calderdale and Wakefield business survey in this respect, and to work 
with UKTI in addressing what is a national data gap. 

 It is recognised that more needs to be done to improve the quality and robustness 
of export data at the city region level, so that a clearer understanding of the 
economic impact of international trade can be captured and measured. In this 
respect, there is clearly a role for the LEP and its partners across the City Region to 
lobby Government.    
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Annex A 
 
Additional evidence – sector summaries14 
 
Life Sciences 

Scale in LCR: low (£0.15b) Growth forecast: very high 
LCR concentrations (LQ>1.2) manufacture of medical/dental instruments & supplies 

(1.3) 
UK inbound FDI track record Fairly discrete at UK level, circa ten projects in 2012 

Global markets Size (£b) Largest subsectors 

life sciences tools & services 15 clinical (phase I-IV) 
health care equipment 123 other equipment 
supplies 123 disposable equipment and supplies 
pharmaceuticals 562  

LCR – local sector intelligence and opportunities 
 A cluster of businesses in areas including biotechnology, advanced surgical 

instrumentation, pharmaceuticals, regenerative medicine and telehealth 
 A concentration of hospitals and healthcare bodies in Leeds includes NHS England, 

the Department of Health, and one of the largest teaching hospitals in Europe 
 Medical research centres at universities in Leeds, York, Huddersfield and Bradford 

REIU Evidence 
Overview 
 

A very small sector with significant growth potential.  Comparative 
strength is based on only one sector – medical device manufacture. 

 
 

                                         

14 Tables compile a spread of data including that from REIU FDI and sectoral analysis, and key facts taken 
from the LCR Investment Plan.  Sector summaries reflect both sources.  Location Quotients (LQ) are a 
measure of the concentration of a sector – in simple terms, the greater an LQ is above 1.0, the more 
concentrated it is in a given area. 
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Digital and Creative 

Scale in LCR: medium (£2.5b) Growth forecast: high 
LCR concentrations (LQ>1.2) manufacture of consumer electronics (2.3) 

satellite telecommunications activity (1.7 
printing and related activities (1.5) 

UK inbound FDI track record Communications, electronic components, consumer 
electronics (inbound sectors with closest match) had 
over 60 successful projects into the UK in 2012 

Global markets size (£b) largest subsectors 

data processing/outsourced 
services 

601 IT outsourcing 

internet software & services 0.7  
games software 30 console games 

LCR – local sector intelligence and opportunities 
 The largest digital and creative sector in the UK outside of London 
 90% of the City Region will have superfast broadband by 2015 
 Research centres include the Advanced Digital Institute in Bradford 

REIU Evidence 
Overview 
 

Has the best mix of scale, growth and comparative advantage of 
the LCR priority sectors.  Consumer electronics, satellite 
telecommunications and printing are key subsectors within a 
diverse sector. 
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Energy & Low Carbon 

Scale in LCR: medium (£1.7b) Growth forecast: moderate 
LCR concentrations (LQ>1.2) manufacture of general purpose machinery (2.0) 

manufacture and distribution of gas (1.8) 
water collection, treatment and supply (1.7) 
remediation activities and waste management (1.3) 

UK inbound FDI track record Renewable energy was also the largest sector for 
inbound FDI in Europe in 2011, reaching an estimated 
$40bn - one third of FDI capital investment in the 
continent.  Over 30 confirmed UK projects in 2012. 

Global markets size (£b) largest subsectors 

renewable energy 360  
oil & gas equipment/services 287  
nuclear energy 110  
environmental services 169 solid waste management 

LCR – local sector intelligence and opportunities 

 The highest concentration of green economy businesses in the UK, with strengths in 
low carbon construction, waste management and recycling 

 Local power stations, including Drax, generate a sixth of the UK’s electricity.  
Major transformation from coal fired energy generation to biomass co-firing and 
carbon capture and storage is underway and presents major market opportunities 

 Strong supply chain connections including around wind energy and biorenewables 

REIU Evidence 
Overview 
 

A large sector – worth £1.8 billion and set to grow by 1.7% a year 
over the next ten years.  Of the LCR priorities, this sector has the 
highest number of sub-sectors with very high comparative 
advantage, adding to its potential and future importance. 
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Advanced Manufacturing 

Scale in LCR: small (£0.75b) growth forecast: low 
LCR concentrations (LQ>1.2) preparation and spinning of textile fibres (13.0) 

weaving of textiles (6.9) 
finishing of textiles (4.4) 
manufacture of transport equipment (1.4) 

UK inbound FDI track record FDI in this sector is strong historically and currently. 

Global markets size (£b) largest subsectors 

automotive manufacturing 1,032 cars 
electronic manufacturing 
services 

158 computer applications 

electronic equipment & 
instruments 

1,326 electronic equipment manufacturing 

electrical components & 
equipment 

74 power cables 

consumer electronics market 214 audio and video 

LCR – local sector intelligence and opportunities 

 Employs around 135,000 people – more than in any other English city region 
 Business concentrations span  precision engineering, textiles, electrical equipment, 

chemicals, furniture and printing 
 A concentration of powertrain and precision engineering in West Yorkshire supplies 

a large share of the global market for turbo chargers, as well as gears and valves 

REIU Evidence 
Overview 
 

There are elements of the advanced manufacturing offer (in 
textiles and transport equipment) where significant comparative 
advantage exists, although growth is low and the sector is quite 
small.  
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Financial and Business Services 

Scale in LCR: v.large (£6.9b) Growth forecast: high 
LCR concentrations (LQ>1.2) monetary intermediation (1.5) 

insurance and pension funding –auxiliary activity (1.5) 
activities of head offices (1.2) 

UK inbound FDI track record 2nd largest inbound UK sector, but most new projects 
invest in London. 

Global markets size (£b) largest subsectors 

investment 
banking/brokerage 

46 mergers & acquisitions advisory 

banks 87,804 bank credit 
capital markets industry 103,059 debt securities 

LCR – local sector intelligence and opportunities 

 150,000 people work in financial & professional services locally, the largest 
concentration in the UK outside London 

 Home to three of the five largest building societies in the UK, 30 national/ 
international banks, five of the UK’s largest law firms and 150 accountancy firms 

 A thought leadership and intelligence centre for retail banking and insurance, and 
also hosts data centres and the Credit Risk Management Research Centre 

REIU Evidence 
Overview 
 

The largest priority sector, and with comparative advantage in 
some sub sectors (monetary intermediation and insurance). Growth 
rates are strong and are forecast to be well above the overall LCR 
average in the foreseeable future. 

 
 
Food and Drink 

Scale in LCR: large (£3.1b) Growth forecast: low 
LCR concentrations (LQ>1.2) manufacture of bakery and farinaceous products (1.7) 

production and processing of meat products (1.5) 
manufacture of beverages (1.5) 
manufacture of prepared animal feeds (1.3)  

UK inbound FDI track record Sixth largest inbound UK sector (2102) 

Global markets size (£b) largest subsectors 

food products 2,966 agricultural products 
food, beverage and tobacco 5,311 food 

LCR – local sector intelligence and opportunities 

 Sector includes major corporates such as coca cola, Asda and Morrisons 
 Employs over 23,000 people 
 Strong local connections between food and bio-energy 

REIU Evidence 
Overview 
 

A large sector, but has one of lowest forecast rates of growth 
amongst the LCR priority sectors.  Has high comparative advantage 
in beverage manufacture and the manufacture of bakery products. 
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Contact Details 

 
Sue Cooke, Henry Rigg, Sarah Goodrum 

Business, Innovation and Growth Team   
Leeds City Region Local Enterprise Partnership 
Civic Hall 
Calverley Street 
Leeds 
LS1 1UR 

Tel: +44 (0) 113 247 7991 

Email: lcr@leedscityregion.gov.uk  

www.leedscityregion.gov.uk 

 

                                         

 


